
Causes of the Revolution Checkpoint Quiz Score:

1.    What is the Quartering Act?
A An act that allowed the colonist to pay a quarter for food

B An act that made the colonists house soldiers in their homes

C An act that told colonist they needed to collect their quarters

D An act that forced the colonist to pay a tax on tea, glass, lead and paints

2.    What is a tax?
A an event at which people complain about an issue

B importing goods illegally

C money that people pay to their government in return for services

D freedom from being controlled by another goverment

3.    What was the Townshend Act?
A An act that put a tax on tea, glass, lead, paints, and paper that they colonies imported

B An act that forced colonist to house British soldiers in their homes

C An act that allows colonist to make laws for their town

D An act that required a stamp to be purchased from the British government on all important
documents

4.    What does it mean to boycott?
A freedom from being controlled by another government

B to cancel a law

C import goods illegally

D refuse to buy, sell, or use certain goods

5.    Why did the Stamp Act cause anger and resentment among the colonists?
A Colonist were outraged that the British troops were stationed in the colonies at all and they had to

pay for their upkeep

B The British wanted to come and collect Stamps from the colonist

C Colonist believed it was unfair to tax them when they had no representation in Parliament

D Both A and C
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6.    What was the Stamp Act?
A An act that forced colonist to house British soldiers in their homes

B An act that required a stamp to be purchased from the British government on all important
documents

C An act that allows colonist to make laws for their town

D An act that put a tax on tea, glass, lead, paints, and paper that they colonies imported

7.    How did some merchants avoid paying the new taxes on sugar and other items?
A by protesting

B by smuggling

C by liberty

D by repealing

8.    What is a proclamation?
A an attempt to overthrow a government or authority by force

B a person or group that has joined with another to accomplish a specific goal

C an official announcement

D a meeting of representatives to discuss plans for the future

9.    What was the goal of the Sons of Liberty?
A They organized protest against the Stamp act

B They helped free people in the colonies

C to import goods illegally

D people that pay the government for services
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